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Goodness, it’s nearly Christmas 
again; where did this year go? 
I promise that just because it’s 
winter, I am not going to mention 

the weather... no really, I know that I do not 
need to give you advice about the dangers of 
wind and rain, snow and ice and the effect that 
damp conditions will have on the precious 
materials that go to make up your beloved 
airborne chariot.

I know that as you’re reading this you’re 
probably thinking, “Yes, I’ll just pop up to  
the airfield to see how the old girl is doing,  
I might just run the engine up to temperature, 

wouldn’t want corrosion to build up in the old 
barrels, would I”?

On the one hand, time seems to have flown  
by, yet on the other last Christmas feels like  
an age away. 

The strange thing about time is that the mind 
has an innate ability to vary its apparent length. 
In other words, time itself appears to expand and 
contract according to the circumstances. This 
weird effect can be seen in young musicians. They 
often ‘play the bar’ rather than the whole piece, 
so the end result to the listener’s ear is that the 
piece slows down (through the difficult bits) and 
speeds up during the well-practiced sections. This 

so-called ‘practice effect’ is very common within 
many human disciplines; the brain seems to be 
able to separate out the bits of a problem and 
learns to deal with them automatically. When this 
‘automaticity’ kicks in, the participant suddenly 
finds that he or she has a lot more time on their 
hands... in the case of our imaginary musician, it 
means that they feel like they have far more time 
and can play the piece rather than the bar.

I think that this time shifting effect is a major 
reason for the 100-hour danger zone encountered 
in students and low-hour pilots by chief flying 
instructors the world over; what, you’ve never 
heard of the 100-hour danger zone? Let me 
explain. The uninformed would imagine that 
the time when a pilot is ‘most likely’ to have an 
accident is when he is at the very beginning of his 
career, like during their first solo, for example. 

Not so. Unbelievably, so I’m told, the first solo 
is a pretty safe time for pilots. The danger zone is 
around the 100-hour mark when they think that 

Time: never enough 
or possibly too much
Time seems to have a will of its own, sometimes going slowly, sometimes 
quickly. Yet it’s our subconscious that often dictates time’s passing

‘The strange thing about time is that  
the mind has an innate ability to vary its  

apparent length’

Zodiac XL – grounded  
while wing structure and 
possible flutter problems 
are investigated.
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Mystery solved. Analysis has shown that ice formation burst this Rans S6 aluminium tube.

they know it all and, this is the point, time has 
shifted the right way... Zip-pre-take off checks ... 
Whoosh-this and Zap-that; everything done in a 
burst of exuberant confidence and still time to 
spare. I can recall having my top fillings pulled  
out by chaps who seemed intent on braking the 
record for a turn between 090deg and 180deg  
for no other reason than to show me, “Look,  
see, I can do it now.”

It’s true, throwing aircraft around the sky  
can be brilliant fun, but, so is rock climbing; you 
wouldn’t get people scaling a grade four overhang 
(sounds scary, I think that you need to be a  
bat for a grade five) when their only experience  
of climbing is going up the escalator at the local 
department store. My guess is that they  

might be a bit careful with their choice of 
equipment -– they wouldn’t, I suspect, abseil  
using washing line. 

Sermon over, except to say, if you feel like  
taking an aeroplane around its envelope – and it’s 
a good itch to scratch – then get some instruction 
first; my bet is that you won’t start the lesson at 
250ft and you won’t get your first aerobatic lesson 
in a Jodel!

Zenair CH 601 XL... Laa grounding
It’s always bad news when you get problems 
with aeroplanes, but it’s in the nature of the 
activity. Many of you will know that there has 
been a serious accident in Holland, involving 
a Dutch-registered Zenair CH 601 XL aircraft, 
which has cost the lives of the two occupants.
   At the time of writing, and for reasons that 
should have been sorted out long ago, I have 
not managed to get much information about the 
accident. Unofficial ‘web chatter’ seems to point 
towards an in-flight structural failure. It looks 
like one, or possibly both, of the wings failed. 

Fortunately, in-flight structural failures are 
incredibly rare, but we were reminded of 
another ‘structure failure’ involving a PFA (at 
the time) Zenair back in 2006, so we decided to 
look into this latest failure to satisfy ourselves 
that there were no obvious similarities. Patterns 
are often important in establishing cause, often 
a problem will show itself by leaving some kind 
of ‘signature’ which, once discovered, can be 
quite distinctive. 

First thing to say is that this latest accident 
involved a completely different airframe; the 
2006 accident involved a 601UL, which has a 
three-piece wing, the Dutch machine was a CH 
601 XL, which has a two-piece mainplane. The 
Zenair, as a type, has very light stick forces in 
pitch (albeit, rather heavy forces in roll) and 

‘If you feel like taking an aeroplane around  
its envelope – and it’s a good itch to  

scratch – then get some instruction first’

After removing a Sky Arrow 
tail plane, intergranular  
corrosion was discovered  
on its fittings.
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it was postulated (see AAIB Bulletin 5/2007, 
G-YOXI) that the UK accident in 2006 was, in 
part at least, caused by the pilot overstressing 
the airframe. It appeared that the pilot did a 
(relatively) high-speed flypast and ‘pulled the 
wings off’ at the end of the run. The LAA ran a 
bit of a safety awareness campaign about the 
dangers of flying these low stick force per g 
types and, well, I will refer you to my comments 
about low-level aeros earlier in this article.

The Dutch CAA decided to ground the 
type in Holland by issuing an Emergency 
Airworthiness Directive (NL-2008-003) and 
we received a copy of this from the UK CAA. 
This AD was effective 24 October, 2008. After 
discussion here at HQ, it was decided that we 

wouldn’t follow suit with this ‘grounding’ until 
further details regarding the accident had been 
established from the Dutch Authorities. 

We changed our minds when we received, 
a couple of days later, a further Airworthiness 
Directive, this time from Zenair Europe explaining 
that, “Under certain conditions, loose control cable 
can lead to flutter.” 

This is an ‘F’ word that aircraft engineers hate 

– flutter has been implicated in many in-flight 
structure failures on aircraft and is not tolerated! 
The LAA decided to ground the Zenair CH 601 XL 
while we investigated the possibility of ‘flutter’ 
involvement in the reported wing failures  
on this type.

Since this grounding, the LAA has been extremely 
busy collating and evaluating information about 
this matter and a team, headed by the chief 
engineer, is looking at the Zenair CH 601 XL wing 
under a very bright light.

a mysTery soLved
Regular Safety Spot readers will remember the 
mysterious hole that appeared in part of the 
structure of a Rans Microlight Aircraft (see ‘Stay 
Vigilant’ Safety Spot, July 2008). To recap, one of 
the LAA’s finest, Steve Clarehugh, found an unusual 
looking hole in one of the structural aluminium 
tubes on a Rans S6 some time ago. He sent the 
part to LAA Engineering with the suggestion that 
ice may have been the culprit. I circulated the 
offending bit and got all sorts of suggestions as to 
the possible cause, so many different ideas, in fact, 
that I decided to get a proper analysis done by a 
professional metallurgist.

You may have noted that many of the pictures 
of a material’s microstructure featured here and 
in many of the AAIB reports feature the work of 
HT Consultants. Well, the HT stands for Hugh 

‘It appeared that the pilot did a (relatively)  
high-speed flypast and ‘pulled the wings off’  

at the end of the run’

Close up inspection of the tail plane fittings highlighted the extent of the problem.
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Classic electrolytic 
corrosion between 
alloy bracket and 
steel fitting. It 
is important to 
insulate different 
metals.
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Tyrer, who is a specialist fractographer – in other 
words, he looks at bits that have fractured and 
works to establish possible reasons why. I sent the 
offending tube to Hugh at his Farnborough office 
and he set to work doing his stuff; a while later, he 
called me to explain that he had done the analysis 
and that I should ‘pop in’ to see him, when he 
would explain what had happened. 

It’s always a bit daunting meeting chaps who 
worked alongside Barnes Wallis (bouncing bomb) 
and actually flew with Mutt Summers (Spitfire 
prototype), but it was a great opportunity to chat 
generally about the science of fracture analysis. 
Like they say, “You cannot buy experience.”

In short, it was ice, the evidence is 
overwhelming, so good SPOT Steve. Hugh 

explained, “You know what happens to the water 
pipes in the garden during the winter if they 
are not adequately lagged? Well, that’s what’s 
happened here.” Ice occupies more volume than 
the corresponding amount of water and, as it is 
forming, can create phenomenal loads against a 
containing structure. Hugh supplied me with some 
clever photographs where ‘tide’ lines (where the 
water has settled) can clearly be seen.

I don’t know about you, but I find the world 
as displayed through a microscope fascinating. 
Metals scientists talk about grains and crystals 
and temper states and alloys and goodness 
knows what else; well, this mysterious world 
is brought to life through a microscope. Take a 
look at the photographs and, especially if you 
operate one of the earlier rag and tube types, 
take notice... Oh, yes, I am not going to talk 
about the weather.

sky arrow – eLeCTroLyTiC/
inTergranuLar Corrosion 
One of the reasons why design engineers build 
in factors of safety into their designs is that 
small changes in a material’s structure can have 
considerable effects on the material’s behaviour 
under load. For example, some metals can tend 
to work harden over time and so the way a 
structure behaves may be changed.
   The main thing that designers worry about is 
what happens after the component wears. It’s 
no good designing a part with exactly the right 
properties only to find that, after a couple of 
years, some of the material has worn away. The 
part is obviously going to be understrength. 
The problems associated with material loss 
due to wear are fairly easy to spot; it’s one of 
the reasons why regular inspections, some 
requiring a complete strip, are called for but, 

‘You know what happens to the water pipes in 
the garden during the winter if they are not 

adequately lagged? That’s what’s happened here’

Inside view of ice-burst pipe showing corrosion rings from trapped water.
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Close up shows ‘brush’ marks.  
This type of finish should never 
be used on aircraft structures.  
note the inclusions... they’re 
bits of mineral deposited 
during the process...  
designed as a stress/ 
corrosion raiser. 
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as we have seen in our earlier ice example, 
materials can grow after time. Wood, for 
example, changes dimensionally with water 
content. As a material oxidises it can often grow 
and, as in the case of this next example, this can 
cause problems with other parts of the structure. 
Nothing’s simple though, so I had better start at 
the beginning.

LAA Engineering received a call from Sky 
Arrow owner John Goodale, who had a strange 
problem. During a routine inspection, he noticed 
that 100 or so holes had appeared in the top 
surface of his tailplane, obviously grounding the 
machine. Much head scratching had occurred 
around the aircraft’s home base of Old Sarum 
and, probably with just a hint of a smile, it was 
decided that the holes must have been formed 
by an owl. John removed the tailplane and got 
in touch with the manufacturer for a repair 
schedule. He spoke to us here at Turweston and 
the repair process was, in principle, agreed.  The 
tailplane was removed and it was only then that 
John noticed that things didn’t look quite right.

Take a look at the pictures of the tailplane 
fitting and you will see what was bothering John. 
Remember, there is a lot of carbon fibre in this 
airframe. What do you see and why do you think 
that ‘what you see’ has occurred? 

First, and I am no ornithologist, I think the 
owl thing is a bit dodgy. I live in the countryside 
and see a lot of owls; the idea of this kind of 
bird skidding about on the tailplane’s slippery 

top surface pecking away doesn’t fit well with my 
experience of owls. My view, and it’s only a view, 
is that the holes were formed by a semi-sharp 
instrument, maybe a screwdriver, by a creature of a 
completely different genus. 

As for the corrosion (I’m sure that you’ve  
already worked this out), it’s a classic case of 
electrolytic corrosion caused, in this case, by 
dissimilar metals in contact. Unless the movement 
of electrons down a potential difference is stopped 
by some kind of insulating barrier, then an 
electrical current will be established. Remember 
from school chemistry lessons, oxidation is loss 
of electrons. Too far back? OK, essentially, if you 
have two dissimilar metals, in this case some kind 
of high-strength aluminium alloy (probably zinc 
based) and stainless steel. Some attempt had been 
made in the design to isolate the two materials 
but, quite clearly as far as electrons are concerned, 
‘where there’s a will, there’s a way’. John did some 
measuring and this particular joint was producing 
a potential difference of about 600 mV. That’s a 
pretty good battery! 

As with all batteries, an electrolyte is required 
and, especially in our climate (I’m not going to 

talk about the weather), which is pretty damp, 
this is provided by the dirty(ish) rainwater that 
we have grown to know and love. There are two 
quite worrying features about John’s excellent 
spot, aside from the fact that these joints should 
have been electrically isolated in the design. 

The first, and I will refer back to an earlier 
comment, is that you could only see the damage 
after the bits were disassembled. Take heed, 
inspection means inspection. The second is 
potentially more serious and relates to the 
similarities exhibited by some oxides to ice; 
often, the end product occupies more space. Like 
the case of the Rans discussed earlier, the forces 
created can be huge if there is nowhere for this 
‘extra’ material to go. The loads produced can 
damage supporting structures via a process 
called ‘oxide jacking’; in the case of John’s 
Sky Arrow, which as I have said is essentially 
composite, this can cause serious weaknesses 
and can lead to early fatigue failures.

So, as the wind veers from 250deg towards the 
north and the... OK I’m not going to talk about 
the weather. Whatever you are doing over the 
Christmas break, I hope it goes well. Fair Winds!

‘You could only see the damage after  
the bits were disassembled. Take heed,  

inspection means inspection’

Laa Project registration
Kit Built Aircraft £300
Plans Built Aircraft £50

issue of a Permit to Test Fly
Non-LAA approved designs only £40

initial Permit issue (Max Weight Authorised)
Up to 390kg £300
391 to 499kg £405
500kg and above £540
Three seats and above £600

Permit renewal (Max Weight Authorised)
Up to 390kg £100
391 to 499kg £135
500kg and above £180
Three seats and above £200

modification
Modification application (per individual modification) £22.50

Laa engineering sCaLe oF CHarges
Transfer 
(From C of A to Permit to Fly, OR  CAA Permit to LAA Permit to Fly)
Up to 499kg £135
500kg and above £250
Three seats and above £350

Four-seat aircraft
Manufacturer’s/Agent’s Type acceptance fee £2,000

Project Registration Royalty £50

Category change 
Group A to Microlight/ Microlight to Group A £110

spars - The latest amendment to Notes to LAA Aircraft Inspectors 
(SPARS) is number 14, July 2006

aCCess To engineers: 2pm to 4pm
Please ensure you pay adequate postage when 
sending in your Permit/aircraft documents

THe engineering CHrisTmas quiZ
One of the reasons that I think that articles like the above are important is that 
we can all learn from other people’s mistakes. One teacher I had the privilege of 
learning pointed out me, “For every rule, there’s a dead body.”  
   The picture right was sent to me by an extremely competent and experienced 
engineer. The assembly arrived as it was photographed; it came in an expensive 
kit... well, here’s a bit of feedback: it’s nothing like good enough to be accepted by 
the LAA Engineering Department.
   I counted seven things that I didn’t like in this primary control system. Email me 
a list of the errors before 2 January, 2009 (don’t forget your name and address) 
and the people with the most ‘spots’ will go into a draw for items of your choice to 
the value of £40 from the LAA shop.  Enjoy.


